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Spinal muscular atrophy is a neurodegenerative disease that requires multidisciplinary medical care. Recent progress in the understanding of molecular pathogenesis of spinal muscular atrophy and advances in medical technology have not been matched by similar developments in the care for spinal muscular atrophy patients. Variations in medical practice coupled with differences in family resources and values have resulted in variable clinical outcomes that are likely to compromise valid measure of treatment effects during clinical trials. The International Standard of Care Committee for Spinal Muscular Atrophy was formed in 2005, with a goal of establishing practice guidelines for clinical care of these patients. The 12 core committee members worked with more than 60 spinal muscular atrophy experts in the field through conference calls, e-mail communications, a Delphi survey, and 2 in-person meetings to achieve consensus on 5 care areas: diagnostic/new interventions, pulmonary, gastrointestinal/nutrition, orthopedics/rehabilitation, and palliative care. Consensus was achieved on several topics related to common medical problems in spinal muscular atrophy, diagnostic strategies, recommendations for assessment and monitoring, and therapeutic interventions in each care area. A consensus statement was drafted to address the 5 care areas according to 3 functional levels of the patients: nonsitter, sitter, and walker. The committee also identified several medical practices lacking consensus and warranting further investigation. It is the authors' intention that this document be used as a guideline, not as a practice standard for their care. A practice standard for spinal muscular atrophy is urgently needed to help with the multidisciplinary care of these patients.
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Current Problems in the Medical Care of Patients With Spinal Muscular Atrophy

Spinal muscular atrophy is a recessively inherited neuromuscular disease characterized by degeneration of spinal cord motor neurons, resulting in progressive muscular atrophy and weakness. The clinical spectrum of spinal muscular atrophy ranges from early infant death to normal adult life with only mild weakness. These patients often require comprehensive medical care involving multiple disciplines. There is, however, no published practice standard for the care of these patients. Disparity in family resources, medical practitioners' knowledge, and regional and cultural standards produces wide variation in care and clinical outcome. Spinal muscular atrophy, as a field, has recently seen major advances in molecular diagnosis and clinical therapeutics that have not been matched by wide understanding and application. Parents of children newly diagnosed with spinal muscular atrophy often seek care over the Internet or outside of their geographic area to obtain expert care needed for their children, albeit in a costly and inefficient manner. This also undermines trust in local practitioners and their potential to render good clinical care during acute illness. Another consequence of these variations in practice is loss of trust in traditional medicine and increase in the attractiveness of untested and potentially harmful unconventional therapies. The large variation of clinical care in spinal muscular atrophy also
results in challenges for future therapeutic trials. For all these reasons, we have identified an urgent need to establish a practice guideline, both to improve patient care and to provide a baseline standard for future clinical trials in spinal muscular atrophy.

**The International Standard of Care Committee for Spinal Muscular Atrophy**

**Committee Formation**

In September 2004, the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke sponsored an International Spinal Muscular Atrophy Conference in Bethesda, Maryland, with the goal of formulating strategies to coordinate future clinical trials in spinal muscular atrophy. During the conference, it became clear that the wide variation of medical care received by spinal muscular atrophy patients likely increases the variability of outcomes in clinical trials. Thus, this Spinal Muscular Atrophy Standard of Care Committee was formed in January 2005, as a standing committee of the International Coordinating Committee for Spinal Muscular Atrophy clinical trials, to investigate the current state of science in clinical practice in spinal muscular atrophy and to attempt to achieve consensus on the standard of care for these patients.

**Committee Structure**

The Standard of Care Committee for Spinal Muscular Atrophy is cochaired by a US and a European neurologist. There are 12 core members and 3 consultants on the committee. Eleven of the core members are currently practicing pediatric neurologists, and 1 is a pediatric pulmonologist. The 3 consultants consist of 1 National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke liaison and 2 representatives from patient advocacy groups. The committee is subdivided into 4 working groups: diagnostics/new interventions, pulmonary, gastrointestinal/nutrition, and orthopedics/rehabilitation. Each group is headed by a leader from the United States and a coleader from Europe. All committee members participated voluntarily, without pay. They were either nominated by their peers or have volunteered themselves for this task force. Each working group is composed of 6 to 11 experts in the field for that particular care issue (please see the Web site http://smascc.stanford.edu for a current roster of committee members).

**Committee Missions**

The committee has identified the following goals for all 4 working groups: (1) to identify current care issues in spinal muscular atrophy clinical practice, (2) to search for existing practices in spinal muscular atrophy clinical care and the rationale or data supporting such practices, (3) to achieve consensus of the most appropriate medical practice in caring for patients with spinal muscular atrophy, (4) to use this standard of care consensus to establish clinical care guidelines for future spinal muscular atrophy clinical trials, (5) to identify future research directions in the care of patients with spinal muscular atrophy, and (6) to publish the consensus as guidelines for clinical care of patients with spinal muscular atrophy.

**Methods of Achieving Consensus on Standard of Care for Spinal Muscular Atrophy**

Standards of medical practice are ideally established upon evidence-based clinical trial data. Unfortunately, committee core members found little data from well-designed clinical studies upon which evidence-based practice parameters in spinal muscular atrophy could be drafted (please see literature reviews in each care topic in the following sections). The absence of well-designed clinical trial data requires substitution of widely held opinion drawn from a survey of experts in the field. It is hoped that this consensus statement will serve both as an initial practice guideline for the care of spinal muscular atrophy and an outline of areas where needed clinical investigation may be best focused. We describe here the process leading to the drafting of this consensus statement.

**Periodic Conference Calls and Literature Review**

Since the inception of the committee in early 2005, the members have held periodic conference calls to discuss the ways to establish practice guidelines for spinal muscular atrophy. Group leaders were tasked with conducting literature reviews in their particular care areas. A password-protected Web site was established during this time. References of literature reviews were uploaded to the Web site. Having concluded that there were not enough published data to allow drafting of an evidence-based practice parameter, the group explored the possibility of using a Delphi survey to achieve consensus among experts in the field.

**The Delphi Survey**

The Delphi technique was initially used to explore consensus expert opinion in government and education. More recently, it has been used in medicine, notably in rheumatology and neurology. The goal of the Delphi technique is to identify if in aggregation there is a rank-ordered cluster of answers from respondents that reflects group consensus on that particular question. It also serves to identify if no consensus is present and where topics need further study. It presents group opinions anonymously, avoids domination by a few strong voices in the group, and can be completed by...
electronic communications within a few weeks. Exploratory use of the Delphi technique was performed during an initial committee meeting in Philadelphia in June 2005. This served to familiarize the attending committee members with the mechanics of the Delphi technique and of its strengths and limitations. Having completed 2 rounds of pilot surveys among the committee members, the group concluded that the Delphi technique was suitable for establishing a consensus opinion among experts in spinal muscular atrophy. Group leaders then met by conference calls and e-mail communications to construct a formal Delphi survey questionnaire. During the first round of the Delphi survey, a set of open-ended questions was constructed for each of the 5 spinal muscular atrophy care topics (diagnostic/new interventions, pulmonary, gastrointestinal/nutrition, orthopedics/rehabilitation, and palliative care). Each topic is divided into 3 parts: presenting signs and symptoms, diagnostic testing, and intervention options. The intervention part is then divided into acute management and health maintenance. These open-ended questions are named Question #1 (Q#1, available on the Web site http://smascc.stanford.edu). The Q#1 was distributed by a.m. e-mail attachment to survey participants. A total of 86 spinal muscular atrophy experts were invited to participate in the survey. They were invited from 4 medical disciplines: 18 from the gastrointestinal/nutrition group, 21 from the pulmonary group, 25 neurologists from the diagnostic/new interventions group, and 22 from the orthopedics/rehabilitation group. Thirty-four of them were from Europe, and 52 were from the United States and Canada. All invited participants were recommended by committee members. The participants were allowed 3 weeks to respond to the questionnaire. Neurologists were encouraged to answer all 5 care topics. Respondents in the other 3 working groups generally limited their responses to respective areas of expertise. Fifty-six of the original 86 invited participants (65%) completed this Q#1. Twenty-two of them were from Europe, and 34 were from the United States and Canada. To ensure the anonymity of the process, a numeric code was assigned to each respondent by the survey coordinator upon receipt of answers to Q#1. Analysis and presentation of the data were performed by the survey coordinator using these numeric codes. The answers from Q#1 were collected and analyzed. The most frequent occurring answers to these Q#1 questions were chosen to construct the Question #2 (Q#2, available on the Web site http://smascc.stanford.edu) during the second round of the Delphi survey. In this second round, the questions were the same as those in Q#1 except that respondents were asked to rank order from the highest to the lowest importance among a list of choices. Forty-four (79%) respondents who answered the Q#1 also completed Q#2. These responses were summarized and presented to committee participants at the Standard of Care Conference described in the following section.

The International Conference on the Standard of Care for Spinal Muscular Atrophy

This conference was held May 5-6, 2006, at Stanford University Medical Center, Palo Alto, California. Thirty-five members of the committee and Delphi survey participants gathered to work on a consensus statement for spinal muscular atrophy standard of care. First, leaders and designated members of each working group presented a critical review of the literature. The individual working group then reviewed the results of the Delphi survey in their care areas during breakout sessions. The final consensus within each working group was achieved by using the Delphi data as a guideline, incorporating the available data in the literature and the opinions of group members. These results were presented by group leaders to all conference participants for comments. The group leaders and coleaders then worked with each working group to draft the consensus statement on each care area. The summaries of these statements are listed in the following sections.

Diagnostic Testing and Care of New Spinal Muscular Atrophy Patients

Clinical Diagnosis and Classification of Spinal Muscular Atrophy

Physicians encountering children with hypotonia and weakness should maintain a high index of suspicion for the diagnosis of spinal muscular atrophy. Certain physical characteristics are readily identifiable. The weakness is usually symmetrical and more proximal than distal. Sensation is preserved. Tendon reflexes are absent or diminished. Weakness in the legs is greater than in the arms. The severity of weakness generally correlates with the age of onset. The most severe type presents in infancy. The infant may appear normal at birth. Weakness evolves within the first few months of life. Occasionally, decreased intrauterine movements suggest prenatal onset of the disease and present with severe weakness and joint contractures at birth. Milder types of spinal muscular atrophy present with later onset, and the course is more insidious. Some children sit but never walk, whereas others show delayed walking but may be able to maintain walking until adult years. For the purpose of clinical care and discussion, individuals manifesting different levels of weakness due to spinal muscular atrophy have been divided into 4 groups defined by functional ability. We list typical clinical features of spinal muscular atrophy in Table 1. The first 3 types are classified according to criteria established by the International Spinal Muscular Atrophy Consortium. Type 4 spinal muscular atrophy is a mild form that presents in adulthood. It can be expected that some patients will manifest features that are at the margins between groups.
In addition to these defining criteria, unique clinical features of each spinal muscular atrophy type include the following: (1) Type 1 spinal muscular atrophy. This type is also called Werdnig-Hoffmann disease. Children with this disease have impaired head control, with a weak cry and cough. Swallowing, feeding, and handling of oral secretion are affected before 1 year of age. The tongue may show atrophy and fasciculation. Weakness and hypotonia in the limbs and trunks are eventually accompanied by intercostal muscle weakness. Combining intercostal weakness with initial sparing of the diaphragm, the infants exhibit characteristic paradoxical breathing and a bell-shaped trunk with chest wall collapse and abdominal protrusion. Early morbidity and mortality are most commonly associated with bulbar dysfunction and pulmonary complications. (2) Type 2 spinal muscular atrophy. These children have delayed motor milestones. Some learned to achieve independent sitting, whereas others need help to sit up. The defining characteristic is an ability to maintain a sitting position unsupported. At the strongest end of this category are those who can stand with a standing frame or long leg braces but are not able to walk independently. Bulbar weakness with swallowing difficulties may lead to poor weight gain in some children. Intercostal muscles are weak, and some are also diaphragmatic breathers. They have difficulty coughing and clearing tracheal secretion. They have fine tremors with extended fingers or when attempting hand grips. Kyphoscoliosis eventually develops, and bracing or spinal surgery is needed. Joint contractures commonly evolve over years. (3) Type 3 spinal muscular atrophy. This type is also called Kugelberg-Welander disease or juvenile spinal muscular atrophy. These patients have later but variable age of onset. All achieve independent walking. Some patients lose the ability to walk in childhood, yet others maintain walking until adolescence or adulthood. Scoliosis can develop in these patients. Swallowing, cough, and nocturnal hypoventilation are less common than in type 2 spinal muscular atrophy but may occur. Muscle aching and joint overuse symptoms are common. (4) Type 4 spinal muscular atrophy. The onset of weakness is usually in the second or third decade of life. Motor impairment is mild without respiratory or gastrointestinal problems.

Within each spinal muscular atrophy type, subclassifications have been proposed and can add to prognostic significance. For example, only 22% of patients with type 3a, with onset of symptoms before age 3 years, were still ambulatory at age 40 years, whereas 58.7% of the patients with type 3b, with onset after age 3 years, were still walking by age 40 years. Type 1 patients have also been subclassified into types 1a (neonatal or antenatal onset), 1b (typical Werdnig-Hoffmann disease with onset after neonatal period), and 1c (later onset, better head control in supported sitting, mild feeding or respiratory difficulties during the first 6 months of life). However, these subclassifications have not been widely used among clinicians.

During the preparation of the Delphi survey, the committee decided that the most appropriate care for patients with spinal muscular atrophy should be tailored according to their current functional status rather than the original classification of disease types because these represent the best level of function rather than the present status. Therefore, the committee decided to use the classification of current functional level in the form of nonsitters, sitters, and walkers. The nonsitters include the group of children who currently are not able to sit independently. The sitters include those who can sit independently but cannot walk independently. The walkers can walk independently.

### Other Forms of Spinal Muscular Atrophy

There are other inherited motor neuron disorders, not caused by mutation of the SMN gene (non-5q spinal muscular atrophy), that present with early denervation weakness but different clinical symptoms than those stated above. These atypical symptoms include joint contractures, distal rather than proximal weakness, diaphragmatic paralysis with early respiratory failure, and pontocerebellar degeneration. DNA testing has become available for some but not all of these disorders. If a child with clinical features of spinal muscular atrophy is found not to have an SMN deletion on either chromosome 5, the child should be reexamined and receive additional diagnostic testing. (Please see the next section for the diagnostic strategies for these patients.) Table 2 lists some spinal muscular atrophy variants that exhibit early symptoms overlapping with 5q spinal muscular atrophy. Several later-onset motor neuron diseases overlap with milder 5q spinal muscular atrophy. These are beyond the scope of this document and are not listed here.

### Table 1. Clinical Classification of Spinal Muscular Atrophy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMA Type</th>
<th>Age of Onset</th>
<th>Highest Function</th>
<th>Natural Age of Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1 (severe)</td>
<td>0-6 mo</td>
<td>Never sits</td>
<td>&lt;2 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2 (intermediate)</td>
<td>7-18 mo</td>
<td>Never stands</td>
<td>&gt;2 y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3 (mild)</td>
<td>&gt;18 mo</td>
<td>Stands and walks</td>
<td>Adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4 (adult)</td>
<td>Second or third decade</td>
<td>Walks during adult years</td>
<td>Adult</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: SMA = spinal muscular atrophy.
Table 2. Other Forms of Severe Spinal Muscular Atrophy Not Linked to SMN Gene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SMA Variants</th>
<th>Inheritance/Linkage/Gene</th>
<th>Clinical Presentation</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scapuloperoneal spinal muscular atrophy</td>
<td>Autosomal dominant 12q24.1-q24.31</td>
<td>Congenital absence of muscles, progressive weakness of scapuloperoneal and laryngeal muscles</td>
<td>(13, 14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pontocerebellar hypoplasia with spinal muscular atrophy</td>
<td>Autosomal recessive</td>
<td>Onset 0-6 mo, cerebellar and brainstem hypoplasia, absent dentate nucleus, neuronal loss in basal ganglia, cortical atrophy</td>
<td>(15-19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-linked infantile spinal muscular atrophy with arthrogryposis</td>
<td>X-linked Xp11.3-q11.2</td>
<td>Onset at birth or infancy, contractures, death less than 2 y</td>
<td>(20, 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal muscular atrophy with respiratory distress type 1</td>
<td>Autosomal recessive 11q13.2-q13.4 IGHMBP2</td>
<td>Onset within the first 3 mo of life, eventration of the right or both hemidiaphragms, finger contractures, pes equines foot deformities</td>
<td>(22, 23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: SMA = spinal muscular atrophy.

Diagnostic Procedures

The stepwise algorithm of the diagnostic procedure is summarized in Figure 1. Briefly, the first diagnostic test for a patient suspected to have spinal muscular atrophy should be the SMN gene deletion test. This test is currently performed by several diagnostic laboratories, and the result can be obtained within 2 to 4 weeks. The test achieves up to 95% sensitivity and nearly 100% specificity. A homozygous deletion of SMN1 exon 7 (with or without deletion of exon 8) confirms the diagnosis of SMN-associated spinal muscular atrophy (5q spinal muscular atrophy). The next group of tests following a negative SMN test result includes repeat clinical examination of the patient for atypical clinical features as listed in Table 2. Laboratory tests should include muscle enzyme creatine kinase, electrophysiologic testing such as electromyography (EMG), and nerve conduction study with repetitive stimulation. This will help to identify muscle diseases, motor neuropathies, and disorders of neuromuscular junctions. If EMG suggests a motor neuron disease, then further testing for SMN mutations should be pursued. Some laboratories are currently offering SMN gene copy number testing. If the patient possesses only a single copy of SMN1 (missing 1 copy), then it is possible that the remaining copy contains subtle mutations, including point mutations, insertions, and deletions, rendering homozygous dysfunction of the gene. Sequencing of the coding region of the remaining SMN1 copy may identify the mutation on the remaining copy and confirm the diagnosis of 5q spinal muscular atrophy. Unfortunately, sequencing the coding region of SMN is currently not widely available and is usually performed only in a few diagnostic or research laboratories. If the patient possesses 2 copies of SMN1, then other motor neuron disorders such as spinal muscular atrophy with respiratory distress, X-linked spinal muscular atrophy, distal spinal muscular atrophy, and juvenile amyotrophic lateral sclerosis should be considered. If EMG, nerve conduction study, and repetitive stimulation reveal characteristic patterns associated with diseases in muscle, nerve, or neuromuscular junction, then further diagnostic tests, including muscle or nerve biopsy and edrophonium test, may be performed. When disease of the neuromuscular system is ruled out, then one should pursue diagnostic tests to identify spinal cord or brain anomalies by imaging studies such as magnetic resonance imaging or computed tomography scans. Other diagnostic tests should then be performed to identify systemic diseases, such as metabolic disorders or other genetic disorders.

Clinical Management of Newly Diagnosed Spinal Muscular Atrophy Patients

Many care issues arise when a patient is newly diagnosed with spinal muscular atrophy. Clinicians need to address the various aspects of care issues as soon as possible.

Family Education and Counseling

Because of the complexity of medical problems associated with the diagnosis of spinal muscular atrophy, the committee suggests that medical providers designate a person to meet with the family. This person is usually a pediatric neurologist or a geneticist. The primary care physician (pediatrician or family physician) should be well informed of the multidisciplinary needs of these patients and play a central role in coordinating follow-up care. During the first meeting with parents, it is important to explain the disease process, pathogenesis, phenotype classification, and the patient’s prognosis. The physician should also formulate a plan of multidisciplinary intervention with the family. This usually includes referral to a pediatric neuromuscular clinic and/or pediatric subspecialties such as genetics, pulmonary, gastroenterology/nutrition, and orthopedic/rehabilitation. The families will appreciate online resources for further information regarding spinal muscular atrophy. Providing information on spinal muscular atrophy patient advocacy groups has proved to be the most useful to help families cope with the diagnosis (please see the acknowledgments section for links to some patient support group Web sites). Several clinical trials are currently in progress both in the...
United States and in Europe. Physicians should provide information regarding these trials or refer families to clinical trial Web sites (www.clinicaltrials.gov provides a current listing of open clinical trials). Many factors can influence the families' choice to participate in a clinical trial. The families should be encouraged to contact as many study sites as possible before they decide to participate in any trial.

**Genetic Topics**

Several genetic topics should be addressed with the diagnosis of spinal muscular atrophy. This is often done by a neurologist or geneticist. Topics related to the genetics of spinal muscular atrophy, such as autosomal recessive inheritance and genomic structure of SMN—SMN1 and SMN2
copies—should be explained to the family. The current literature suggests SMN2 copy numbers correlate with spinal muscular atrophy clinical phenotypes. However, although a higher copy number of SMN2 is correlated with milder phenotype, phenotypes can vary substantially given SMN2 copy number. Therefore, predicting clinical phenotype using SMN2 copy number can be risky and is not currently recommended. Other important genetic topics include sibling recurrence risk, carrier testing, and information that may help with reproductive planning (prenatal diagnosis or preimplantation diagnosis). Presymptomatic diagnosis of unaffected siblings is controversial. According to American Society of Human Genetics guidelines, presymptomatic diagnosis in children should be considered only if early intervention can delay the onset or slow the progression of the disease. The committee agrees that presymptomatic diagnosis of at-risk siblings of spinal muscular atrophy patients may lead to early intervention and improve clinical outcome. Therefore, parental request of testing unaffected siblings of the spinal muscular atrophy patient should be granted. The current SMN1 deletion test will detect the SMN1 copy number and provide the information of whether the sibling is affected (0 copy) or is a carrier (1 copy). The topic of neonatal screening is also controversial. Although there is currently no proven therapy in spinal muscular atrophy, the committee recognizes the utility of neonatal screening as a tool for identifying effective treatments. Furthermore, in view of recent therapeutic advances, it is possible that in the future, spinal muscular atrophy may be treated more effectively if presymptomatic patients are detected through neonatal screening and treatment is started prior to weakness becoming apparent.

Consensus on Pulmonary Care

Overview of Pulmonary Problems in Spinal Muscular Atrophy

The key respiratory problems in spinal muscular atrophy are as follows:

1. impaired cough resulting in poor clearance of lower airway secretions;
2. hypventilation during sleep;
3. chest wall and lung underdevelopment; and
4. recurrent infections that exacerbate muscle weakness.

Pulmonary disease is the major cause of morbidity and mortality in spinal muscular atrophy types 1 and 2 and may occur in a small proportion of patients with spinal muscular atrophy type 3. Without respiratory support, infants who are unable to sit usually die before the age of 2 years. Pulmonary compromise is caused by a combination of inspiratory and expiratory muscle weakness, with greater involvement of expiratory and intercostal muscles. The diaphragm is relatively spared. In nonsitters, the result is a bell-shaped chest with sternal depression. In older sitters and walkers, respiratory function may be compromised further by scoliosis. Swallowing dysfunction and reflux are important contributors to pulmonary morbidity. Individuals tend to progress to daytime respiratory failure via a sequence of recurrent chest infections, nocturnal oxygen desaturation, nocturnal hypoventilation, and then daytime hypercarbia. In contrast to Duchenne muscular dystrophy, there is no strong correlation between pulmonary functional score and need for mechanical ventilation in spinal muscular atrophy. However, baseline assessment and longitudinal monitoring can identify those at risk for sleep-disordered breathing and ineffective clearance of secretions. There are several case series of the natural history of severe to mildly affected spinal muscular atrophy patients but no large prospective study of treatment intervention. The evidence base is limited by heterogeneous groups of patients with a mixture of neuromuscular disorders in natural history and intervention studies, variable classification of spinal muscular atrophy subtypes, and different respiratory support protocols employing a range of ventilators and cough assistance techniques. Case series and consensus conference evidence demonstrate that ventilatory support should be added at night if sleep-disordered breathing is present and cough assistance provided if cough efficiency is reduced. Figure 2 shows a flow chart for pulmonary natural history, assessment, and intervention in spinal muscular atrophy.

Assessment and Monitoring

There is no formal study evaluating any protocol for routine pulmonary assessment of patients with spinal muscular atrophy. However, consensus was achieved within the pulmonary working group on current standard of care for spinal muscular atrophy. The following assessments should be used during baseline and subsequent evaluations of respiratory status and are listed by order of importance as identified by the Delphi survey. Assessment frequency depends on the clinical status of disease for each individual. Suggested frequency of evaluation is every 3 to 6 months, less often in stable walkers, and more frequently in clinically unstable nonsitters.

Nonsitters

Recommendations for respiratory assessment include evaluation of cough effectiveness, observation of breathing, and monitoring gas exchange. Respiratory muscle function tests are indirect measures of cough effectiveness and include peak cough flow, maximal inspiratory pressure, and maximal expiratory pressure. The majority of nonsitters with spinal muscular atrophy may be too weak or too young to perform...
pulmonary function testing. Therefore, the most useful evaluation of respiratory muscle function may be observation of cough ability. The physical examination also provides an important assessment of respiratory status including respiratory rate, work of breathing, presence of paradoxical breathing, chest wall shape, and skin color (cyanosis or pallor). Gas exchange monitoring, including pulse oximetry, can be used as a spot check during the day for hypoxemia and as a guide to direct airway clearance. For example, if oxygen saturation is less than 94%, airway clearance techniques should be used. Overnight pulse oximetry with chart recording can be used to screen for nocturnal hypoxemia. Routine overnight monitoring using pulse oximetry may help identify unsuspected hypoxic events but is usually very disruptive to the family due to frequent false alarms. Currently there are no data to support routine continuous oximetry monitoring. Further research is needed before recommending this as part of routine clinical care.

End-tidal carbon dioxide, transcutaneous CO₂, and serum bicarbonate measurement were also identified as important assessment tools. However, serum bicarbonate may give a false sense of reassurance, as normal values may exist despite significant respiratory compromise during sleep. End-tidal carbon dioxide and transcutaneous CO₂ are frequently difficult to obtain and not available routinely. If available, these measurements can be used to assess for sleep-related hypoventilation. The onset of hypoventilation is insidious, and patients may be clinically asymptomatic. Initially hypoventilation will occur in sleep (particularly rapid eye movement sleep), but as deterioration progresses, daytime respiratory function will be impacted.³⁰,³¹ Polysomnography is a diagnostic tool during which respiration and sleep state are continuously monitored,¹⁰ and thus it identifies the presence and severity of sleep-disordered breathing.¹¹ Polysomnography is useful in nonsitters, even in children without obvious symptoms, and can be used to initiate and

Figure 2. Summary of the natural history of pulmonary problems, assessment, and intervention in spinal muscular atrophy. The progression of pulmonary problems is accompanied by appropriate assessment and intervention strategies. REM = rapid eye movement; NREM = non–rapid eye movement.
titrate respiratory support. When polysomnography is not available, an alternative is to use a 4-channel sleep study that records end-tidal carbon dioxide or transcutaneous CO₂, oxygen saturation, heart rate, nasal airflow, and chest wall movement during sleep. In cases where neither polysomnography nor 4-channel study is available, overnight pulse oximetry with continuous CO₂ monitoring may provide useful information about nighttime gas exchange. However, this will not detect sleep-disordered breathing not associated with oxygen desaturation or CO₂ retention. Further study to better identify the optimal methods for evaluation and monitoring is recommended. Additional screening tests include a baseline chest x-ray to provide an initial reference point and for comparison during respiratory deterioration or unexplained hypoxemia due to unsuspected atelectasis. Although formal radiologic evaluation of swallowing was not ranked very highly for routine evaluation during this Delphi survey, the risk for dysphagia and aspiration is high in nonsitters. Therefore, formal evaluation of swallowing is indicated in cases of acute unexplained respiratory deterioration and recurring pneumonia. Arterial blood gases for routine monitoring of respiratory function are not recommended because the discomfort could result in apnea or spurious hyperventilation.

Sitters

Recommendations of respiratory assessment for sitters are similar to nonsitters and include physical examination and evaluation of cough effectiveness with respiratory muscle function tests (maximal inspiratory pressure, maximal expiratory pressure, and peak cough flow) as described above. In addition, sitters should be evaluated for presence and severity of scoliosis and consider further evaluation with radiographs. Additional recommended assessments include forced vital capacity and lung volume measurements during pulmonary function tests, assessment of sleep-disordered breathing, and pulse oximetry monitoring. Less important assessments identified for sitters include blood gas, CO₂ monitoring, and chest x-ray. Routine swallow study was not recommended for sitters unless clinically indicated.

Walkers

In general, spinal muscular atrophy walkers have relatively preserved pulmonary function until late into their disease course. Recommendations for routine assessment include complete pulmonary function tests, including spirometry, lung volumes, and respiratory muscle function tests. In addition, cough effectiveness and the physical examination are important routine assessments. Further evaluation should be directed by clinical symptoms and indications.

Anticipatory Respiratory Care

Providing families with information about options for care and anticipating future needs are crucial to respiratory management of spinal muscular atrophy. Nonsitters are the most fragile group, and early discussions should include the option of noninvasive ventilation and secretion management because of the rapid progression of the disease. Ongoing discussion of the family’s desires for support should occur, and the result should be a negotiated care plan with maximums and minimums outlined.

In addition, anticipatory guidance and education for chronic care, illness management, and perioperative care should be provided. Day-to-day management should include understanding the child’s baseline and deviations from his or her baseline, routine cough and secretion management techniques, understanding hypoventilation, and intervention. Illness management includes rapid access to specialty medical care providers, airway clearance and secretion management techniques, respiratory support (including noninvasive ventilation), nutrition and hydration management, and a low threshold to start antibiotics. Routine immunizations, including influenza vaccine, pneumocococcus vaccine, and respiratory syncytial virus prophylaxis (palivizumab), are recommended.

Chronic Management

Essential to chronic management is discussion of the family’s goals, which includes balancing caring for the child at home for as long as possible, long-term survival, quality of life and comfort, and the availability of resources. Goals of chronic management are to normalize gas exchange, improve sleep quality, facilitate home care, reduce hospitalizations and intensive care unit care, and reduce the burden of illness on the family. There is insufficient evidence, but based on experience and consensus, early aggressive and proactive intervention may prolong life without compromising quality of life.

Airway Clearance

Airway clearance is very important in both acute and chronic management of all patients with spinal muscular atrophy. Caregivers of these patients should learn to assist coughing in all patients with ineffective cough. These techniques include manually and mechanically assisted cough. Availability of mechanically assisted cough devices (mechanical insufflation-exsufflation) varies by country but is now widely accepted in management of neuromuscular disease in the United States. Daily assisted cough is recommended in more severely affected patients. Secretion mobilization techniques are also helpful and include chest physiotherapy and postural drainage. Oximetry should be used to provide feedback to guide therapy. Oral suctioning can assist in secretion management after assisted coughing. There is no evidence to support specific secretion mobilization devices such as high-frequency chest wall oscillation and intrapulmonary percussion ventilation in the spinal muscular atrophy population for chronic management.
Respiratory Support

In patients with daytime hypercapnia, respiratory support is clearly indicated. In children with sleep-disordered breathing, nocturnal noninvasive ventilation reduces symptoms of sleep disturbance, nocturnal sweating, and morning headaches and improves appetite and concentration. Objectively, noninvasive ventilation reduces respiratory disturbance index, improves sleep stage distribution, and enhances quality of life. In a randomized controlled trial using mixed groups of patients with neuromuscular disease who showed nocturnal hypoventilation and daytime normocapnia, noninvasive ventilation significantly improved nocturnal blood gas tensions. Noninvasive ventilation with bilevel positive pressure support has been studied most frequently, although there is no evidence to suggest any 1 type of ventilator interface is superior. In addition, the optimal settings for noninvasive ventilation have not been established. In general, noninvasive ventilation settings are individualized to achieve adequate inspiratory chest wall expansion and air entry and normalization of oxygen saturation and end-tidal carbon dioxide or transcutaneous CO₂ measurements. Noninvasive ventilation should be combined with airway clearance techniques.

In nonsitters, care without ventilation support is an option if the burden of treatment outweighs benefit. Noninvasive ventilation can be used palliatively to facilitate discharge to home from a hospital and reduce work of breathing. Continuous positive airway pressure may be an option in a very young nonsitter infant who is not synchronous with bilevel positive airway pressure and can be used with the goal of transitioning to bilevel positive airway pressure. Use of noninvasive ventilation with high-span bilevel positive airway pressure, even for short daytime periods, may improve chest wall and lung development and reduce ribcage and sternal deformity in nonsitters and sitters, resulting in potential beneficial effects on pulmonary function. Uncommonly, adult walkers may develop sleep-disordered breathing or acute ventilatory failure at the time of a chest infection or intercurrent event (eg, surgery). Noninvasive ventilation is an appropriate intervention and may be required during sleep chronically.

Tracheotomy for chronic ventilation is a decision that needs to be carefully discussed if requested by parents. In nonsitters, this is controversial and an ethical dilemma. There is a large spectrum of options that can be provided, ranging from no respiratory support to noninvasive ventilation to tracheotomy and mechanical ventilation. Our recommendation is to explore options with the family regarding the child’s potential, quality-of-life issues, and family’s desires. Palliative care is an option for nonsitters. It should be noted that noninvasive ventilation can be used as a routine therapy or as a palliative tool. A key goal is to prevent pediatric intensive care unit stays and avoid tracheotomy if possible. If supportive ventilation is chosen by the family, noninvasive ventilation is recommended.

Additional Management

Recommended additional therapies are routine vaccinations, appropriate nutritional support orally or via a feeding tube, hydration management, and medical or surgical gastroesophageal reflux disease management. In addition, medical management for saliva control may be considered. Inhaled bronchodilators should be considered in children with asthma or bronchial hyperresponsiveness. Use of these agents in other situations requires further evaluation. There is no evidence to support the use of mucolytics on a chronic basis.

Perioperative Care

Patients with spinal muscular atrophy are at high risk for postanesthesia complications, which may lead to prolonged intubation, nosocomial infections, tracheotomy, and death. Perioperative complications include upper airway obstruction, hypoventilation, and atelectasis from impaired cough and impaired mucociliary clearance due to anesthetic agents. Postoperative pain may exacerbate respiratory compromise. Noninvasive ventilation associated with aggressive airway clearance techniques can successfully treat hypventilation and airway secretion retention.

It is crucial that the patient’s respiratory status be optimized before surgery. Preoperative evaluation, including pulmonary consultation, is strongly recommended. The assessment of respiratory function should include a physical examination, measurements of respiratory function and cough effectiveness, chest x-ray, and, if at risk, an evaluation for sleep-disordered breathing. In addition, complicating factors should be considered, including oropharyngeal aspiration, gastroesophageal reflux, and asthma. If measurements of respiratory function and/or sleep study are abnormal, nocturnal noninvasive ventilation and assisted coughing techniques may be indicated before surgery. The patient should become familiar with these techniques prior to surgery. The anesthesiology preoperative evaluation should include assessment for possible difficult intubation due to jaw ankylosis. If present, intubation should be performed by fiberoptic bronchoscopy.

Postoperative management should be determined by preoperative respiratory function and the type of surgery performed. Patients with normal cough clearance and relatively preserved muscle function are not at an increased risk for postoperative complications. Patients with decreased respiratory muscle strength require close monitoring and aggressive respiratory management. Any patient who requires respiratory support during sleep will require similar respiratory support in the immediate postoperative course. Extubation in the recovery room to noninvasive ventilation should be planned as a bridge to weaning to the patient’s baseline respiratory support. Careful planning and coordination with the hospital respiratory therapists are crucial for success in this setting. Patients with continuous ventilator
support requirements (either via noninvasive interface or via tracheotomy tube) or patients who receive muscular blocking agents during surgery are best transferred directly from the operating room to the intensive care unit. Patients are encouraged to bring their personal devices, such as noninvasive ventilation and mechanical insufflation-exsufflation-E machines, to use in the postoperative period because the availability of these devices in hospitals may be limited. Although oxygen is used frequently in the postoperative setting, it must be applied with caution in the patient with spinal muscular atrophy. Hypoxemia secondary to hypventilation may be mistaken with hypoxemia due to other causes, such as mucus plugging and atelectasis. End-tidal carbon dioxide or transcutaneous CO₂ monitoring or arterial blood gas analysis will facilitate appropriate oxygen use. Adequate pain control will aid in preventing hypventilation secondary to splinting. Postoperative pain management should be titrated to promote airway clearance and minimize respiratory suppression. Transient increased respiratory support may be needed while controlling postoperative pain.

### Acute Care Management

The goal of acute management is to normalize gas exchange by reducing atelectasis and enhancing airway clearance where possible by noninvasive respiratory support. Blood gas monitoring may be of benefit.

### Airway Clearance

For nonsitters, sitters, and walkers experiencing acute illness, airway clearance with manual cough assist or mechanical insufflation-exsufflation, together with oral or airway suctioning, chest physiotherapy, oximetry feedback to guide airway clearance, and postural drainage, are important and recommended. Assisted cough techniques are preferred over deep suctioning and bronchoscopy.

### Respiratory Support

**Nonsitters.** In acute illness, a vicious cycle of added ventilatory load, increased respiratory muscle weakness, and ineffective secretion clearance leads to ventilatory decompensation. Acute use of noninvasive ventilation reverses these features. Continuous positive airway pressure is not indicated in this situation because it does not reduce the ventilatory load. In nonsitters and sitters already using nocturnal noninvasive ventilation, daytime use may be required during acute illness, and airway clearance techniques can be carried out during noninvasive ventilation. Noninvasive ventilation in combination with airway clearance techniques may reduce the need for intubation. Oxygen therapy entrained into the noninvasive ventilation circuit should be used to correct oxygen desaturation, after inspiratory and expiratory positive pressure settings are optimized and airway clearance techniques are optimally utilized. If a noninvasive approach fails, nonsitters can be intubated and mechanically ventilated as a short-term measure. After recovery from the acute illness and arterial oxygen saturation on room air has normalized, they should be extubated back to noninvasive ventilation. Decision making about escalation to intubation should be carried out in advance as part of anticipatory care planning. In nonsitters with increasingly frequent acute pulmonary infections, tracheotomy and ventilation can be considered but may not improve quality of life or reduce hospitalizations. A tracheotomy is not an acute intervention. A noninvasive approach is preferred where feasible. In some nonsitters, with deteriorating function, it may be appropriate to redirect care to a palliative approach.

**Sitters.** For those already using nocturnal noninvasive ventilation, daytime noninvasive ventilation may be needed during acute illness. Noninvasive ventilation in combination with airway clearance techniques may reduce the need for intubation. Oxygen therapy and need for transient intubation should be carried out as outlined above for nonsitters. Continuous positive airway pressure and/or a tracheotomy are not appropriate interventions in sitters.

**Walkers.** Walkers may need noninvasive ventilation during an acute illness. Noninvasive ventilation in combination with airway clearance techniques may reduce the need for intubation. Oxygen therapy and need for transient intubation should be carried out as outlined above for nonsitters. If noninvasive ventilation was needed during an acute illness, noninvasive ventilation should be considered for home use. Continuous positive airway pressure and/or a tracheotomy are not appropriate interventions in walkers.

### Additional Management

For nonsitters, sitters, and walkers, recommended additional therapies are antibiotics, adequate nutritional support via nasogastric or nasojejunal or gastrostomy tube, hydration, and gastroesophageal reflux management (see more details in the next section). In patients with bronchial hyperresponsiveness or asthma, bronchodilator therapy and inhaled steroids may be indicated. Uses of inhaled mucolytics, bronchodilators, and corticosteroids are areas in need of further research.

### Conclusion

Pulmonary disease is the major cause of morbidity and mortality in spinal muscular atrophy types 1 and 2. Respiratory muscle weakness results in impaired cough and ability to clear lower airway secretions, lung and chest wall underdevelopment, and hypoventilation. Respiratory care of patients with spinal muscular atrophy is essential to their survival and quality of life. The pulmonary working group has achieved the following consensus recommendations:

1. Referral for respiratory care evaluation and discussion of options should occur shortly after diagnosis. Key components of the respiratory assessment include evaluation
of cough effectiveness, observation of breathing, and monitoring gas exchange.
2. Chronic respiratory management includes providing methods for airway clearance, including mechanical insufflation-exsufflation or manual cough assist and noninvasive ventilatory support. Routine immunizations are also recommended.
3. Discussion with families about the options for respiratory care and identifying the goals for chronic and acute respiratory care should occur early in the disease course and continue in an ongoing dialogue.
4. Acute respiratory illness management requires increased airway clearance and secretion management techniques using mechanical insufflation-exsufflation or manual cough assist, increased respiratory support (including noninvasive ventilation), nutrition and hydration management, and a low threshold to start antibiotics.
5. Perioperative care includes a thorough preoperative evaluation of respiratory status, ideally by a pulmonologist, and anticipatory guidance of the surgical team and postoperative management team regarding optimal care.

Future Research Directions
The following topics were identified as areas in which no consensus could be achieved because research data are lacking. These areas are in need of further study:

1. Optimal methods for evaluation and monitoring of hypoventilation.
2. Use of pulse oximetry in the home.
3. Optimal secretion mobilization techniques (eg, chest physiotherapy, postural drainage, high-frequency chest wall oscillation, and intrapulmonary percussive ventilation).
4. Optimal ventilatory support settings.
5. Effectiveness of inhaled and nebulized medications, including bronchodilators, mucolytics, and corticosteroids.

Consensus on Gastrointestinal and Nutritional Care
Overview of Gastrointestinal and Nutritional Complications in Spinal Muscular Atrophy
The key clinical problems associated with gastrointestinal and nutritional complications in spinal muscular atrophy are as follows:

1. Feeding and swallowing problems. Bulbar dysfunction is universal in spinal muscular atrophy patients with severe weakness and can result in feeding and swallowing difficulties and aspiration pneumonia, which often results in death. The severity of bulbar dysfunction is variable in patients with spinal muscular atrophy of intermediate severity and rare in those who are mildly affected.
2. Gastrointestinal dysfunction. Gastroesophageal dysmotility problems include constipation, delayed gastric emptying, and potentially life-threatening gastroesophageal reflux.
3. Growth and undernutrition/overnutrition problems. Without optimal management, growth failure is universal in nonsitters, whereas excessive weight gain is more common in sitters and walkers.
4. Respiratory problems. The presence of respiratory complications (weak cough, increased work of breathing, dyspnea, pneumonias, and cyanosis or desaturation with feeds) raises concern for gastrointestinal problems of aspiration and gastroesophageal reflux, which can be serious and life-threatening. Increased work of breathing may also result in increased energy expenditure.

In the following sections, we will take a problem-oriented approach to discussing the evaluation and management of these problems during chronic care and acute illness.

Feeding and Swallowing Problems
Feeding and swallowing difficulties are common in nonsitters and sitters but are rarely a concern in walkers. Key symptoms of feeding difficulties include prolonged mealtime, fatigue with oral feeding, and evident choking or coughing during or after swallowing. The presence of recurrent pneumonias is a potential indicator of aspiration, which may be silent (ie, without evident choking or coughing). Articles in the literature addressing the role of oral motor structures and specific chewing and swallowing impairments that impact oral feeding performance in spinal muscular atrophy are limited to class III and IV evidence. One review found a 36% prevalence of at least 1 feeding-related issue in children with spinal muscular atrophy. Several other population studies and case series report swallowing problems in patients with spinal muscular atrophy. Difficulties in the preoral phase included limited mouth opening and difficulties in getting food to the mouth for self-feeding. In the oral phase, difficulties included weak bite force, reduced range of mandibular motion limiting mouth opening, and increased fatigue of masticatory muscles. This affects biting and chewing abilities and can lead to prolonged mealtimes and fatigue, precluding sufficient intake. Masticatory and facial muscle weakness affects oral bolus control, chewing, and bolus propulsion, all of which contribute to reduced feeding efficiency. Difficulties with strength and efficiency are reported in the oral and pharyngeal phase of the swallow. Poor coordination of the swallow with airway closure can lead to penetration and aspiration of the airway. Poor head control may also be a factor in the development of feeding difficulties, precluding neck tuck or other compensatory postures to enhance the safety of swallowing. The psychosocial impact of feeding difficulties on these children and their family should not be underestimated. Prolonged mealtimes can put time pressure on other activities. In addition, their inability to feed themselves can make these children seem more dependent...
than their peers and lead to a sense of loss of control. In the weakest children, tube feeding can limit the nurturing role parents perceive from being able to orally feed their child.53

Evaluation of Feeding and Swallowing Problems

Assessment of feeding problems should be performed by a feeding specialist, most commonly a speech or occupational therapist. Routine clinical evaluation of feeding and swallowing difficulties should include a feeding assessment. Videofluoroscopic swallow studies should be performed when indicated. A feeding case history with mealtime observation is desirable. Examination of oral structures that influence feeding efficiency and consideration of the effect of positioning and head control on feeding and swallowing are essential. Videofluoroscopic swallow studies should be carried out after initial assessment if there are concerns about swallow safety.51,53,56,57 Laryngeal aspiration requires specific assessment, as it is sometimes silent (ie, no clearing cough is triggered).56 In severely affected children, vocal fold paralysis and consequent inability to protect the airway may be a diagnostic sign.57,58 A videofluoroscopic swallow study is not simply a diagnostic test of aspiration but is an opportunity to evaluate therapeutic strategies, such as adapted food texture and positioning, to assess impact on swallow function. As position and consistency can affect swallow physiology, it is important that the videofluoroscopic swallow studies procedure is as representative of the child’s usual meal and feeding position as possible.

Management of Feeding and Swallowing Difficulties

Treatment should aim at reducing the risk of aspiration during swallow and optimizing efficiency of feeding and promote enjoyable mealtimes. A Cochrane review59 of treatment of swallowing difficulties in chronic muscle disease concluded it was not possible to determine the benefit or otherwise of dietary and feeding advice, surgical intervention (cricopharyngeal myotomy or upper esophageal dilatation), and enteral feeding. Changing food consistency and optimizing oral intake are appropriate treatment strategies. The literature suggests there is currently widespread use of consistency modification in helping to optimize oral intake.51,55 A semisolid diet can be used to compensate for poor chewing and reduce length of mealtimes. Thickened liquids may protect against aspiration of thin fluids. Preferably, this intervention would be evaluated objectively on videofluoroscopic swallow studies. In 1 study, complete restriction orally to prevent aspiration was found to significantly affect the clinical course in severe spinal muscular atrophy.60 This study failed to consider the risk of aspiration due to concomitant gastroesophageal reflux. Positioning and seating alterations and orthotic devices (eg, Neater Eater, elbow support, valved straw) to enhance self-feeding ability may improve swallow safety and efficiency.51 Such interventions should be planned in liaison with an occupational therapist and/or physiotherapist as required. There is currently no supporting evidence that oral motor treatment programs impact safety or efficiency of oral feeding.

The gastrointestinal/nutrition working group did not reach consensus regarding when to refer a patient with spinal muscular atrophy for consideration for gastrostomy tube placement and whether one should supplement or replace oral feeding with tube feeding in a nonsymptomatic patient. Some practitioners prefer a proactive approach, particularly in the nonsitters, whereas others believe that exposing such patients to the risk of surgery is inappropriate prior to the onset of symptoms. However, I clear consensus is that optimal management requires proactive nutritional supplementation as soon as inadequate oral intake is recognized. Whether a gastrostomy tube is placed in a particular child often requires extensive discussion with multiple caregivers. It usually takes time to schedule a surgical procedure like gastrostomy tube placement. In the interim, nutritional supplementation via nasogastric or nasojejunal feeding is desirable. Nasojejunal feeding may be preferable in circumstances when gastroesophageal reflux with aspiration is a concern, especially when the patient is on ventilatory support. However, technical difficulty may prevent its feasibility. Gastrostomy tube feeding is the optimal method of feeding when insufficient caloric intake or unsafe oral feeding is of concern. It prevents the potential morbidity associated with prolonged use of either nasogastric or nasojejunal tubes. The presence of a nasojejunal or nasogastric tube may also result in a less-than-ideal mask fit when there is a need for the use of noninvasive ventilation such as bilevel positive airway pressure.

There are several options for gastrostomy tube placement, including insertion via percutaneous methods with endoscopic guidance, or placement via open or laparoscopic surgical techniques61 together with an antireflux procedure such as Nissen fundoplication. The open surgical technique is associated with a relatively large upper abdominal incision, increased postsurgical pain, and risk for respiratory complications due to diaphragmatic splitting. A laparoscopic surgical technique provides the best possible setting for immediate or early postoperative extubation.62 Such procedures are typically performed with general anesthesia, although placement using percutaneous methods with endoscopic guidance is performed in some centers with conscious sedation and local anesthesia. Care should be taken to minimize the amount of fasting preoperatively and to resume full nutritional support as quickly as possible following the procedure. Possible pulmonary complications of sedation should be anticipated and may require treatment with noninvasive ventilation (see “Pulmonary Care”).

Gastrointestinal Dysfunction

Children with spinal muscular atrophy suffer from the following gastrointestinal problems: gastroesophageal...
reflux, constipation, and abdominal distension and bloating. Gastroesophageal reflux is an important determinant of mortality and morbidity in patients with spinal muscular atrophy. It can be associated with silent aspiration and results in pneumonias and, at times, life-threatening events. Frequent “spitting up” or vomiting after meals, complaints of chest or abdominal discomfort, bad breath, or obvious regurgitation of feeds may indicate gastroesophageal reflux. Some children may refuse feeds when they develop discomfort with swallowing, placing them at risk for undernutrition. High-fat foods delay gastric emptying and increase the risk of gastroesophageal reflux. Constipation is a frequently reported problem and is likely multifactorial in origin (ie, abnormal gastrointestinal motility, reduced intake of dietary fiber, inadequate fluid intake, low muscle tone of the abdominal wall). Infrequent bowel movements can lead to abdominal distention and bloating. In children dependent on their abdominal muscles to assist with respiration, desaturation or respiratory distress in association with attempted bowel movements may occur.

Evaluation of Gastrointestinal Dysfunction

The symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux (emesis, regurgitation, gurgling after feeds) should be sought early. A routine upper gastrointestinal series is recommended for presurgical evaluation for gastrostomy tube placement to primarily rule out anatomic anomalies and secondarily to document reflux. In rare cases, esophageal stricture, foreign body, or other abnormality may contribute to swallowing difficulties or gastrointestinal dysmotility. Motility studies, including scintigraphy, can be helpful in documenting delayed gastric emptying, which may contribute to gastroesophageal reflux and early satiety. There are no data to support the routine diagnostic use of pH probe studies in documenting reflux.

Management of Gastroesophageal Reflux

Medical management of gastroesophageal reflux typically involves the use of acid neutralizers (eg, magnesium or calcium carbonate) and/or inhibitors of acid secretion. This latter category includes both histamine blockers and proton pump inhibitors (eg, famotidine, ranitidine, omeprazole). Short-term use of these agents is reasonable for symptomatic management. However, increasing evidence suggests that prolonged use of these agents may be associated with a greater risk for gastroenteritis and pneumonia. When delayed gastric emptying or diminished motility is present, prokinetic agents may be useful (eg, metoclopramide, erythromycin). Use of probiotics such as acidophilus or lactobacillus to help maintain a healthy gastrointestinal flora, particularly after antibiotic treatment or in the setting of prolonged use of acid inhibitors, is an area deserving further study.

Gastrostomy tube feeding does not ameliorate gastroesophageal reflux. This is of particular concern in nonsitters who are the least able to protect their airway via a triggered cough. Determining whether aspiration has occurred during swallow or as a result of gastroesophageal reflux is often difficult, and sometimes both may contribute. A laparoscopic antireflux procedure (eg, Nissen fundoplication) is commonly performed as a combined procedure during the same general anesthesia for gastrostomy tube insertion. Although some physicians support a proactive combined laparoscopic Nissen and gastrostomy tube procedure in those children with spinal muscular atrophy who are deemed at greatest risk for aspiration, there is as yet no published data nor consensus to support this strategy. However, in the spinal muscular atrophy patient with medically refractory gastroesophageal reflux, and in whom the benefit is deemed to outweigh the associated surgical and anesthetic risks, laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication during gastrostomy tube placement is supported as an appropriate intervention.

Growth and Undernutrition/Overnutrition Problems

Children with spinal muscular atrophy are at risk for growth failure or excessive weight gain. Growth failure is commonly seen in nonsitters and some sitters, whereas obesity is a problem of the stronger sitters and walkers. There are no articles in the literature that specifically address body composition and growth expectations or typical anthropometric measures in children with spinal muscular atrophy. However, data can be extrapolated from literature on patients with spinal cord injury. Individuals with spinal cord injury have been shown to have lower lean tissue and higher percentage body fat than controls. Body mass index significantly underestimates body fat in these patients. Children with spinal muscular atrophy may have acceptable fat mass but may plot as underweight based on weight/height criteria due to the decrease in lean body mass. Hence, normal body mass indexes may not represent the ideal weights for children with spinal muscular atrophy. Decreased activity and lean body mass will lead to reduced resting energy expenditure and increased risk of obesity.

Management of Growth and Undernutrition or Overnutrition Problems

Routine history, physical examination, and monitoring of growth velocity measures (growth charts) form the evaluation process to detect signs and symptoms of growth failure or excess. This will influence decisions regarding when and how to intervene. The goal is to maintain each child on his or her own growth velocity. Growth velocity curves (weight, height/length, weight/height) followed over a period of time are, for the most part, the most accurate indicator of nutritional status. Difficulty in obtaining accurate standing height measurements due to contractures or inability to
stand may complicate growth monitoring in these children. Recumbent length, segmental measurements, or arm span may be useful surrogate markers for linear growth in these children. Other methods for monitoring body composition include skinfold measurements, muscle circumference, or bioelectric impedance analysis. Assessment of nutritional intake by a diettian or other health care provider proficient in nutrition is recommended at each visit. A 3-day dietary record is a simple and accurate tool that can help assess whether nutritional intake is adequate. A 24-hour food recall is a practical method to highlight major nutritional concerns and to obtain information regarding use of any special supplements. Analysis should target adequacy of macronutrient (including fiber intake) as well as micronutrient intake. Currently, there is no indication for increasing or decreasing specific nutrients (ie, protein, fat, or selected vitamins or minerals). Until more specific data are available, nutrient intake should meet the daily recommended intakes for age. Supplements to provide more than the dietary recommended intake for vitamin, mineral, protein, or fat should be discouraged. Although anecdotal benefit with the use of elemental or semi-elemental formulas has been reported by some families and care providers (satisfactory growth and decreased secretions), there is currently insufficient data to make specific recommendations regarding their use. If an elemental formula is used, a dietitian should be involved to help ensure the child does not receive insufficient or excessive amounts of nutrients, to perform laboratory assessments as needed, and to monitor adequate growth. As previously mentioned, with a reduction in lean body mass, calculated body mass index will significantly underestimate body fat. Children with spinal muscular atrophy may have acceptable fat mass but may be perceived as underweight based on weight/height criteria because of their decreased lean body mass. This will result in inappropriate dietary recommendations that could lead to relative obesity. The spinal muscular atrophy patients at risk for obesity should have growth parameters in the lower percentiles for weight/height and body mass index. In any case, each child should be evaluated individually on a routine basis, with the goal of following their established growth curves and avoiding inadequate or excessive intake. There is some evidence that decreased bone mineral density may occur in nonsitters and sitters, resulting in recurrent fractures in a subset of patients. There is preliminary evidence that dual energy x-ray absorptiometry could be a useful technique for estimating lean versus fat mass in spinal muscular atrophy patients. However, insufficient data are available at this time to recommend the routine use of dual energy x-ray absorptiometry scans for monitoring bone mineral density or body composition. Instead, the importance of documenting appropriate intake of calcium and vitamin D was emphasized. There is no consensus regarding performing biochemical tests to monitor nutritional status for patients with spinal muscular atrophy. However, consideration should be given to checking prealbumin levels to help assess adequate protein status.

Management of Nutrition in the Acutely Sick Spinal Muscular Atrophy Patient

Spinal muscular atrophy patients are particularly vulnerable to catabolic and fasting states. Patients with severe muscle wasting from any disorder, including spinal muscular atrophy, are more likely to develop hypoglycemia in the setting of fasting. A number of case series and individual case reports have documented secondary mitochondrial dysfunction and abnormalities of mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation in spinal muscular atrophy patients. Significant abnormalities are most likely in nonsitters and sitters, increasing their vulnerability for metabolic decompensation in the setting of a catabolic state. Thus, it is necessary to avoid prolonged fasting, particularly in the setting of acute illness, in all spinal muscular atrophy patients. Nutritional intake should be optimized to meet full caloric needs within 4 to 6 hours after an admission for acute illness, via enteral feeding, parenteral feeding, or a combined approach as necessary. Prompt postoperative caloric supplementation is recommended to avoid muscle catabolism, particularly in a child with reduced fat store. If enteral intake is not imminent, then intravenous caloric feeding should be considered.

Conclusion and Future Directions

Because nutritional problems associated with spinal muscular atrophy influence the patient’s pulmonary status and general well-being, optimal management of these problems by a multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary team of physicians, speech therapists or occupational therapists, dietitians, and pediatric surgeons should greatly improve survival and quality of life.

The following topics were identified as areas in need of further study:

1. Use of elemental formulas to support/refute perceived benefits of optimal growth and decreased oral and airway secretions.
2. Need for a reduced fat intake, in view of the concern for mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation abnormalities.
3. Need for protein supplementation beyond dietary recommended intake, in view of the problem of muscle wasting/atrophy.
4. Need for checking biochemical tests for metabolic/mitochondrial fatty acid abnormalities, in view of the concern for mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation abnormalities.
5. Need to determine body composition and establish growth charts for the population of patients with spinal muscular atrophy to enable optimal growth monitoring in these patients.
Consensus on Orthopedic Care and Rehabilitation

Overview of Orthopedic Care and Rehabilitation Strategies in Spinal Muscular Atrophy

Key Problems
Muscle weakness of varying severity limits motor function of trunk and upper and lower extremities, resulting in contracture formation, spinal deformity, limited mobility and activities of daily living, and increased risk of pain, osteopenia, and fractures.

Key Evaluation Procedures
These include evaluating range of motion, strength, function, seating and mobility, orthotics, radiographs (spine and other joints), and dual energy x-ray absorptiometry. The value of these procedures varies by degree of functional impairment.

Key Interventions
In nonsitters, nutritional support, posture management, seating, contracture and pain management, therapy for activities of daily living and assistive equipment, wheelchairs for mobility, limb orthotics, and developmental therapies are important. In sitters, wheelchair mobility, contracture management, physical therapy, and occupational therapy are of highest value, with strong considerations for spine and limb orthotics and spine surgery. In walkers, the highest emphasis is on provision of physical therapy, occupational therapy, and wheelchair/mobility, although orthotics, scoliosis surgery, and pain management figured prominently. In the United Kingdom and some other European countries, chest physiotherapy is often done by physical therapists.

Literature Review
Rehabilitation and Orthopedic Problems in Spinal Muscular Atrophy
Literature review pertinent to these rehabilitation and orthopedic concerns reflects similar musculoskeletal and functional problems to those presented in “Key Problems”. Hip subluxation is a common comorbidity in patients with spinal muscular atrophy. As patients with spinal muscular atrophy age, there is a significantly higher prevalence of kyphoscoliosis, difficulty coughing, joint contractures, and voice/speech problems in types 1 and 2. In type 3, there is also a significantly higher prevalence of fatigue and hypermobility of the hand. Scoliosis develops in more than 50% of children with spinal muscular atrophy, most commonly in non-ambulatory children or in those who lose the ability to walk.

Evaluation
Traditional measurements of strength are not possible in severely affected infants and children; thus, emphasis is on observation of function. Evaluation procedures that address rehabilitation/orthopedic concerns include the CHOP-INTEND, the Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale for Spinal Muscular Atrophy, the Modified Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale for Spinal Muscular Atrophy, the Gross Motor Function Measure, and the Motor Function Measurement scale for neuromuscular disease. Most children with spinal muscular atrophy require help or supervision with bathing and dressing and assistance with mobility. Stairs present a major obstacle. Early and generalized joint contractures and scoliosis correlate with level of motor function and walking with support, rolling by 5 years of age correlates with eventual walking, and inability to roll correlates with severe disease (greater weakness). Muscle strength can be quantified using myometers, videotaped movements, handheld dynamometers, and quantitative muscle testing in children with the type 2 or 3 forms of the disease. Flexion contractures, which affect almost half of spinal muscular atrophy patients, are often noted during periods of inactivity and are considered intractable if greater than 45°. Activities of daily living are hampered, and contractures are perceived to be associated with disability in about half. Pain increases in frequency and severity over time and correlates with decreased scores on quality-of-life indicators. In all studies of scoliosis, spine radiographs were routinely used for diagnosis. A retrospective review of spinal full-length radiographs revealed a predominance of right-sided thoracic and thoracolumbar curves and left-sided lumbar curves.

Interventions
No studies directly address physical therapy and occupational therapy as general therapies, although a case report documented the ability of a 20-month-old girl with spinal muscular atrophy to learn to operate a power wheelchair independently in 6 weeks and demonstrated developmental gains in all domains of the Batelle Developmental Inventory over the ensuing 6 months. Regarding other interventions, 3 case series discussed the use of knee-ankle-foot orthoses in patients with spinal muscular atrophy. Evans presented 5 cases (3 who had lost the ability to walk) who were treated with serial casting and bracing and were still ambulatory 2 to 5 years later. Granata presented 7 cases and later 12 cases of patients with type 2 spinal muscular atrophy. All were able to stand independently with knee-ankle-foot orthoses, and 7 achieved assisted ambulation. When compared with a historical control group, the treatment group had less scoliosis. There may have been a trend toward greater hip subluxation in the treatment group.
Consensus Recommendations on Evaluation and Treatment by Functional Levels

The natural history of the disorder should be considered along with the results of the examination and the goals of the patient and family in planning treatment. Intervention should address the problems that were identified through a thorough history and examination. On the basis of the literature review, the results of the Delphi survey, and our group conferences, we list recommendations in this care area by the functional levels of these patients.

Nonsitters

These patients present in early infancy to rehabilitation providers with impairments in respiratory function and profound weakness. Limited range of motion, head control, postural control and alignment, and progressive scoliosis are found. There is significant fatigue during and after medical care and with therapies. Weakness leads to varying functional deficits that interfere with caretakers’ abilities to perform activities of daily living and that also limit participation in developmental activities and later in school. A multidisciplinary approach to evaluation and management includes a strong partnership between therapists, patients and families, and physicians. Assessments include physical and occupational therapy and speech therapy if swallowing is impaired or if speech production is affected by jaw contractures and inadequate ventilatory support of voice. Play and occupational support should include lightweight toys and assistive technology with variable controls and a myriad of activation systems. Consideration of the patient’s primary posture should direct choice of equipment and devices that support function. Upper extremity orthotics to aid in function include the use of mobile arm supports or slings that augment active range of motion and functional abilities. Use of linear elastic elements to balance out the effects of gravity in multiple dimensions can aid those with proximal weakness and improve control of distal function. Upper extremity or hand orthoses should be considered with caution because attempts to correct postural deviations and compensations with an orthosis may result in reduced function. Compensations due to hypermobility and lack of power should not always be discouraged. Splinting to preserve range of motion and prevent pain may be indicated.

Walkers

The combination of proximal weakness and impaired balance results in frequent falls. Limitations are found in transitions between the floor, sitting and standing, distance ambulation, changes in terrain, and stair climbing. There are consistent complaints of fatigue with activity. Musculoskeletal deformities and pain are most commonly reported in late childhood and early adolescence, and with their onset, functional limitations become more pronounced. Patients may present acutely for management of fractures or other musculoskeletal injury. Balance and ambulation evaluations include a specific survey of environmental adaptability and access. Evaluation of joint range of motion and spinal alignment as they affect function, comfort, and balance guides more specific orthotic and spinal assessment and x-rays. Physical and occupational therapy assessments to determine appropriate mobility aids, adaptive equipment, assistive technology, and environmental access will allow patients to maintain independence and mobility and to conserve energy. Activities of daily living assessment for equipment and adaptation may improve independence and access to home and community environment. Nonspine x-rays and dual energy x-ray absorptiometry are considered in the event of acute musculoskeletal injuries as a result of overuse, an accident, or a fall. Treatment and interventions should consider goals of the family and/or caretakers and should be problem-driven. Physical therapy consultation helps to maximize safety, endurance, and independence or to prolong ambulation. Orthotics also support functional walking. Wheelchair evaluation includes seating and mobility, positioning, and equipment for self-care. The need for assistive technology and adaptive aids should be determined in the context of improved function. Pulmonary evaluation should be conducted, as it pertains to exercise tolerance and endurance. Evaluations for manual and power mobility may be conducted as early as 18 to 24 months of age. Contracture management and exercise are a major focus of treatment, with implementation of a regular stretching and bracing program to preserve flexibility. Serial casting for contractures may improve participation in a standing program and improve tolerance of bracing. Regular exercise should be encouraged to maintain fitness and endurance and might include swimming and adaptive sports. Lightweight ischial weight-bearing knee-ankle-foot orthoses or reciprocal gait orthoses should be considered for standing or assisted ambulation with a walker for patients with sufficient strength. Where this is not possible, a standing frame or mobile stander with ankle-foot orthoses should be considered. Upper extremity orthotics with mobile arm supports or slings augment active range of motion and functional abilities. Assistive technology and other adaptive equipment to enhance independent work and play should be considered.

Sitters

Weakness, contractures, respiratory dysfunction, and scoliosis characterize the main problems of this group. These impairments contribute to limitations in mobility, endurance, and activities of daily living. Evaluations by physical therapists, occupational therapists, and orthopedic surgeons include measurement of contractures and strength by goniometry, manual muscle testing, or myometry, with judicious use of spine and hip radiographs. Equipment
mobility for longer distance transportation adds mobility and independence. Walkers appear less likely to develop scoliosis; thus, continued walking should be encouraged. Contracture management and education to maximize joint protection should be a part of any treatment program. Maximum functional activity includes access to leisure, adaptive sport, and play activities. Regular exercise to maintain fitness and stamina should be encouraged and may include swimming, aquatic therapy, horseback riding, and adaptive sports. Weight management with attention to fitness and education about nutrition are necessary. Equipment needs related to activities of daily living and assistive technology and other adaptive equipment may be useful to enhance abilities for independent work and play. Environmental controls and home modifications to allow for safe accessibility and optimal independence should be explored. Driver’s education alternatives and consideration of customized driving controls should be part of the overall rehabilitation management of the adult with spinal muscular atrophy.

Orthotics
In selecting and fabricating an orthosis for patients with spinal muscular atrophy, it is important that the orthotist, therapist, and family work together to ensure that the appropriate orthosis is fabricated and allows wearers to meet their functional goal. For patients with spinal muscular atrophy, it is particularly important that the orthotist has a good background and experience in working with patients with neuromuscular disorders. Familiarity with patterns of weakness and compensations allows the orthotist to choose proper materials and to make adaptations that allow for “best” fit and function.

Spinal orthoses may be used for postural support, but there is insufficient evidence to support delayed curve progression. When used, spinal orthoses should be fabricated with an abdominal cutout to allow appropriate diaphragmatic excursion and access to gastrostomy tubes where present.

Orthopedic Surgery
Surgical correction of scoliosis should be considered based on the patient’s curve progression, pulmonary function, and bony maturity. Scoliosis surgery in children with prolonged survival provides benefits in sitting balance, endurance, and cosmesis. Evidence suggests that earlier surgery results in better outcome. Beneficial effects on pulmonary function remain controversial, but the rate of pulmonary decline may be slowed. Intraoperatively, excessive bleeding may occur. Postoperatively, complications include loss of correction, pseudarthrosis, a requirement for prolonged ventilatory support, and chest and wound infections. Careful consideration is warranted for the spinal muscular atrophy patient who is still ambulatory because altered function, balance, and respiration may result in loss of independent walking. Pelvic obliquity may require surgical fixation. Intraoperative neurophysiologic monitoring may detect temporary abnormalities during scoliosis surgery. A survey of patient/parent satisfaction and clinical/functional outcome was sent to 21 patients with spinal muscular atrophy who underwent operations for scoliosis. Of those who returned the surveys, all found benefit from scoliosis surgery regarding cosmesis, quality of life, and overall satisfaction. Although there is a higher rate of hip subluxation in spinal muscular atrophy, few are painful. Surgical reduction and osteotomy are frequently followed by redislocation. In most circumstances, this surgery is avoidable. Ankle and foot deformities make conventional shoes difficult to wear, and orthopedic surgeons may consider soft tissue releases at the child and family’s request. In walkers, if soft tissue releases are performed, rapid and aggressive physical therapy may improve outcome.

Perioperative Management in Spinal Muscular Atrophy
Perioperative management and the role of rehabilitation should be customized according to the specifications and needs of the patient and family, therapist, and surgeon. In general, preoperative management includes appropriate modification of the individual’s environment, a plan for orthotic intervention, and confirmation of timing and modification of orthoses. New wheelchairs or wheelchair modifications of the seat, back, arm, leg, or headrests are likely to be required. One may anticipate increased sitting height after scoliosis surgery, resulting in the need for van modifications. Families need instruction in transfers, including arrangements for a mechanical lift, if necessary. Arrangements for bathing, toileting, and dressing equipment and potential modifications to clothes for ease in donning and doffing over, under, and/or around casts or orthoses are necessary. Two small studies found that non-invasive positive pressure ventilation, 1 with mechanical-assisted cough training prior to surgery, resulted in successful extubation. Incentive spirometry practice may be initiated and coordinated with preoperative non-invasive pulmonary supports, such as bilevel positive airway pressure and exsufflator (cough-assist) devices. Postoperatively, one must confirm timing of appropriate casting and fitting of orthoses, allowed range of motion, and activity and that appropriate adaptive equipment is available. Therapists can ensure appropriate use of incentive spirometry and instruction of nursing staff and family on bed mobility, transfers, dressing, bathing, and toileting. The individual should be mobilized as soon as possible, as allowed by the procedure and surgeon.
Conclusion

Infants and children with spinal muscular atrophy should have appropriate evaluation for their presenting musculoskeletal and functional deficits. Goals of therapy and surgery depend on functional level and the family’s wishes. Even young children should be offered independent mobility and activities of daily living, which includes play. Whenever possible, walking should be encouraged with appropriate assistive devices and orthotics. Hip subluxation is rarely painful, and there is a high risk of recurrence despite surgical correction. Spinal orthoses may provide postural support but do not prevent curve progression and may impair respiratory effort. Scoliosis surgery appears to benefit patients who survive beyond 2 years of age when curves are severe and progressive and should be performed while pulmonary function is adequate. Preliminary studies show the benefit of preoperative training with noninvasive ventilation and cough-assist devices. Intraoperative neurophysiologic monitoring detects early neurologic compromise in some and may improve outcome.

Recommendations for Future Direction

The optimal evaluation procedure to assess motor function in very weak infants is evolving, with ongoing research efforts under way. Many questions remain regarding best practices in therapeutic interventions. There is a need for the development of creative technology to improve independent function. Further research is suggested to evaluate the effects of spinal bracing and surgery on function, balance, and respiratory function. The role of bone density evaluation and treatment of osteopenia must be further examined.

Palliative Care Issues

In most circumstances in the course of medical practice, the goal of therapy—to further quality and extent of life—is straightforward. In the case of patients with spinal muscular atrophy, however, the appropriate goal of therapy may not be clear. Some therapies may be perceived as placing quality of life in conflict with duration of life, prolonging suffering rather than relieving the burden of disease. Thus, there is little national or international consensus about the appropriate level of care, and local experience, training, habit, and resource availability appear to have a large effect upon recommendations and ultimately family decisions about interventional support.120-122 Although not surveyed formally, the committee is aware of a similar broad range of practice regarding appropriate pulmonary, nutritional, orthopedic, and other forms of therapy.

Optimal clinical care for these patients should be mindful of potential conflict of therapeutic goals. This conflict is made more difficult by the need for surrogate decision makers for a dependent infant and the fact that many—including parents, siblings, other relatives, caregivers, payers, and the wider community—will be affected by and thus have some valid interest in care decisions. The committee reached consensus that these conflicts are real and that there is no moral imperative to any therapy. There is, however, a deep responsibility to present care options in an open, fair, and balanced manner.

A choice for or against interventional supportive care is not a single binary choice, nor must it be unchanged with circumstance. There are, however, some interventions that are better done early so as not to constrain later potential assistance. For example, placement of a gastrostomy tube is better done relatively early, when associated risks are lower, to provide more stable and comfortable nutritional support later when feeding is more tenuous. Similarly, it is important to discuss and determine the appropriate response to potential life-threatening respiratory insufficiency, as emergency resuscitation and endotracheal intubation during times of crisis without prior respiratory support are associated with many more problems in care than when decisions are made in advance. If appropriate, other forms of noninvasive respiratory device that might reduce the potential for emergent respiratory support should be introduced according to increasing need. Whenever possible, caregivers should ideally permit sufficient time after diagnosis prior to discussing these difficult issues; in all cases, sufficient time, honest appraisal of the choices, openness to revisiting decisions made, and personal rapport are essential to these discussions. If appropriate, other family members or trusted friends or spiritual advisors should be invited. End-of-life care decisions need to be defined and neither delayed nor aggressively foisted upon unsuspecting, grieving, and stunned parents.

Care for patients with spinal muscular atrophy is often best accomplished with a multispecialty team approach, when possible. Successful teams have a point person who is mindful of the many needs and can obtain appropriate medical, social, and spiritual assistance as appropriate. In addition, hospice referral or other provision for the specific issues regarding terminal care, grief, and bereavement support is important. In the circumstance of a choice against mechanical ventilatory support, appropriate provision for management of terminal dyspnea can be of comfort to the patient and family alike. Use of nebulized narcotics can avoid much of the concern that overdosing contributes to death and provide comfort to the patient.
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